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According to the traditional theory of the corporation law, shareholders bear the 
duty of contribution, and take responsibility in the scope of contribution. Besides, they 
shall not take any other duty to company and other shareholders. However, according 
to the Principle of Decision by the Majority Capital, if one shareholder or some 
shareholders possess shares to a certain amount, it will become the controlling 
shareholders to have controlling power by this principle; controlling shareholders can 
materially administer company’s affairs by using their controlling status. On the 
condition of lacking effective monitoring of their action by the traditional corporation 
law, by using their controlling status; it is a common occurrence that the controlling 
shareholders abuse their rights and damage the benefits of small and medium 
shareholders. 
Many countries want to set up certain rights and duties by making statutory laws 
and case laws, especially to set up fiduciary duty for the controlling shareholder, in 
order to bind and control the abusing action of the controlling shareholders, and to 
protect the benefits of the company and the minority shareholders. 
On the whole, the fiduciary duty mainly demonstrates as: when the controlling 
shareholders utilize their power to decide the company’s production task and other 
plans based on their controlling status, they shall not damage the company’s benefits 
and that of the weak shareholders. If the controlling shareholders violate the fiduciary 
duty, they should bear legal responsibilities respectively. If not to stipulate respective 
legal obligations to the controlling shareholders, it’s very possible that the controlling 
shareholders will take the definite legal obligations out of concern, damage the 
company’s benefits and that of the minority shareholders unscrupulously. Therefore, 
proceeding from the legal stipulating intention and realizing system, the logic of 
stipulating the abusing action of the shareholders is: on the basis of defining the 
fiduciary duty of the controlling shareholders, we should stipulate the controlling 
shareholders by way of making inner binding system beforehand and obligation 
investigating system afterwards. 















Chapter One starts with the legal definition of controlling shareholders and the 
systematic analysis of the standard of the definition by means of a comparative 
analysis of the definition of controlling shareholders and other relative definitions and 
the classification of controlling shareholders for the purpose of discovering the range 
of controlling shareholders。 
Chapter Two starts with exposes the ways and harmful consequences of 
controlling shareholders’abusing of controlling power and analyzes the reasons, 
expressing the necessity of legally standardizing the activities of controlling 
shareholders and determining their duties and responsibilities. 
Chapter Three depicts the advancement of the fiduciary duty, clarifies its two 
components—duty of care and duty of loyalty, analyzes the relationship of three legal 
responsibilities, emphasizing the civil liability, which constructs the liability system of 
controlling shareholders from the angle of law improvement. 
Chapter Four analyzes the current situation and deficiency of legislation of 
controlling shareholders. The main purpose is to illustrate the feasibility of controlling 
shareholders ’fiduciary duty. Analyzes the related regulations and laws on controlling 
power used by controlling shareholders in listed company in our country, to discover 
and perfect the access to legal remedies in terms of preventing controlling 
shareholders from abusing their controlling power. 
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